This paper considers a new variant of maximJm network flow problem, which has a constraint that each unit of network flolV has to visit a specified node called a c:-leck node on the way from source to sink. For this problem an efficient algorithm is given which is an improved version of Hu's two-commodity flow algorithm. Moreover this paper discusses the applicability of this type of algorithm to the problem where the check node only has a positive gain.
Introduction
We often come across the problem in which each unit of a network flow has to go through a certain fixed node called a check node. For Example, in the transporation of milk from a dairy farm, milk is processed at a milk company, which corresponds to the check node, on the way from the dairy to consumers.
Then the volume of milk may increase or decrease at the milk company which means that the check node has a positive gain denoted by y. Our objective is to find a flow whose value is the maximum under the above constraint.
The problem is equivalent to the special case of the problem of Hu [1] .
(See also [3] .) However solving our problem efficiently needs some developments and improvements of Hu's two-commodity flow algorithm.
In the follwoing statement the case in which the gain of the check node equals one is discussed. Moreover it is shown that the case in which Y'Fl can be easily extended from the case y=l.
Let G=[N,AJ be an n-node m-arc network with node set N and directed arc set A. We associate with each arc (x,Y)EA a positive capacity c(x,y). Let sEN be the sourCE! node, tEN be the sink node, and UEN be the check node. A function f(x,y) defined on A is called a flow of value v in G i f where (and throughout this paper) each sum is taken over every y for which the summand is defined.
Problem Formulation
Let fb (x,y) and fa (x,y). respectively, denote the flOvlS before and after visiting the check node u. Then the following must hold.
We consider the following problem eN:
eN: maximize v under the condition that fb and fa are flows in G, satisfying (iii) and (iv).
Let v* denote the maximum value of v. Here we change variables as follows_
Then we have the following eonditions (v) and (vi) in place of (iii) and (iv); Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7
Set j+l, S+s, T+u, and fi+O. Go to Step 6. If w~O, set v*+min(vsuZ,VtuZ).
(Determination of fb and fa)
Step 8
Step 9
Step 10
Step 11
Step 12
Step 13 Set j+8, S+s, T+u, fi+O, and v+v*. Go to Step 12. * Set fi+f, S+s,u, T+t, v+v Go to Step lZ.
Set gl+f, S+s,t, T+u, v+2v*. Go to Step lZ.
Set g2+ f . Go to Step 13. Step 12. Therefore the network flow problem with a check node can be solved in O(n 3 ) operations.
Examole
Consider the network of Fig.2 . where the number on each arc is the capacitv. We illustrate the algorithm bv solving the example.
Step 1 -Step 6 : Step 7 :
~1=(10-8) (4-14)<0. v*=(10x14-4 x8)/(10+14-4-8)=9. See Fig.3 .
Step 8 -St~!P 12 : -4 +-g2
Step 13 
Remark
The value v* determined in Algorithm is only for the case y=1. For the general case y~O it is easily obtained from Fig.l. 
